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Motivation
● Understand similarities and differences between ATLAS and CMS ttbar 

Monte Carlo samples

● Develop ability to run CMS Monte Carlo in ATLAS Software and Vice Versa
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Use Cases
1. A common benchmark MC sample can be crucial for future detailed 

ATLAS-CMS comparisons and combinations

a. Are ATLAS and CMS top mass measurements calibrated to the same / consistent 
benchmark ?

b. Are observed top pT slopes wrt to the same slope in MC

2. Answer questions related to size of systematic uncertainties

a. Are ATLAS radiation up/down shifts comparable to CMS radiation up/down shifts ?
b. Is ATLAS Pythia vs Herwig comparable to CMS Pythia vs Herwig ?

3. Generate common MC samples for large scale use 

a. Save computing resources and minimize confusion about configurations

●     *  (eg are ATLAS and CMS top mass measurements calibrated to the 
same / consistent benchmark ?)

●     * (eg are observed top pT slopes wrt to the same slope in MC ?)

2 : answer questions related to size of systematic uncertainties

●     * (eg are ATLAS radiation up/down shifts comparable to CMS radiation 
up/down shifts ?)

●     * (eg is ATLAS Pythia vs Herwig comparable to CMS Pythia vs Herwig ?)

3 : (maybe) generate common MC samples for large scale use 

●        (save computing resources and minimize confusion about 
configurations)... 

●        could also help communication with MC authors / experts
●
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First steps
Start with nominal samples from both experiments: Powheg-Box + Pythia8

Run each experiments settings in the others’ software framework

Validation
● POWHEG settings validated by running each experiments settings in the other 

framework with identical random number settings and comparing LHE files
○ Exact event-by-event agreement found between official samples and 

those produced by other experiment

● Pythia Settings validated with Rivet routine using MC_TTBAR analysis from Rivet 
2.5.4
○ Samples succesfully reproduce bulk distributions
○ Event-by-Event HepMC comparison with identical random number 

settings still under way 4



Comparison of Settings - POWHEG
Both Experiments using POWHEG-BoxV2, with default scales 
μR =  μF = √(mt

2 + pT
2 ). Slightly different settings
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Comparison of Settings - Showering + Hadronization
● Both experiments using Pythia8 v 2.30

● ATLAS using EvtGen for the decay of heavy flavour particles with custom 
decay tables. CMS using Pythia for all decays

● Both Experiments using their own dedicated tunes
○ ATLAS - A14 
○ CMS - CP5 

● Different PDF Sets
○ ATLAS - NNPDF 2.3 Leading Order
○ CMS - NNPDF 3.1 Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order
○ Also using different values + orders of running ⍺s
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Comparison of Generated Samples
Compare samples using MC_TTBAR Rivet routine (Rivet v 2.5.4)
Anti-kT R=0.6 Jets

Basic selection in lepton + jets channel.

≥ 1 electron or muon  pT > 30 GeV
> 30 GeV of missing transverse energy

Additional selections applied for some plots

≥ 4 jets pT > 30 GeV
≥ 2 jets pT > 50 GeV
≥ 1 jets pT > 60 GeV
Require ΔR(jet,lepton) > 0.3
≥ 2 light-flavour jets and ≥2 b-jets with pT > 30 GeV 7



Inclusive Jet Distributions

Uncertainties are statistical only

Inclusive jets are 
somewhat softer with
ATLAS settings
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(Mostly) Inclusive Jet Distributions

Distributions include only jets with pT > 30 GeV. 
Uncertainties are statistical only.

Softer ATLAS 
spectrum visible 
in HT. 

ATLAS settings 
predict slightly 
fewer jets with
pT > 30 GeV
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Jet Angular 
Distributions 
(After all cuts on slide 7)

O(10%)  differences some 
jet angular distributions in 
the tails at large 
separations

Uncertainties are statistical only
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Mass Distributions
W-candidate mass reconstructed as light-jets with 
invariant mass closest to 80.4 GeV

Top mass reconstructed from combination of hadronic 
W-candidate + b-jet, for both leading b-jets. 
Requires 75 GeV < W-candidate mass < 85 GeV 

Mass Peaks
Slightly lower in 
ATLAS settings 
as Compared to 
CMS settings
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Investigating Sources of Differences
Several alternative generation settings were run in order to understand the broad 
sources of differences

“Mix-and match” - 

Run combination of ATLAS POWHEG settings + CMS shower and hadronization

And vice-versa
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Source of differences
Samples with same Shower + Hadronization settings tend to group together

Impact of different POWHEG settings not visible in mass plots
same pattern observed in all jet distributions 

Differences are 
Driven by Pythia and 
EvtGen settings
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EvtGen Impact
Differences in inclusive jet pT 
spectra are impacted by EvtGen 
usage.

EvtGen usage does not explain the 
full difference between ATLAS and 
CMS

Less impact observed with tighter 
selection criteria, no clear impact 
on angular distributions

No significant impact on Mass 
distributions
→ coming from pythia settings 14



Next steps
Comparisons using ATLAS and CMS data from existing Rivet Routines

More detailed/precise investigation of differences
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Summary
ATLAS and CMS have established the ability to run nominal ttbar simulation 
samples in each other’s software frameworks

Similarities and differences between samples have been compared in one 
phase space which shows general agreement but some O(5%) differences in 
tails or strongly peaked regions of distributions

● Softer jet spectra in ATLAS when considering inclusive jet selection
● Larger separation between jets in ATLAS
● Reconstructed W-boson, top quark masses shifted slightly lower in ATLAS

Differences driven by showering + hadronization. ATLAS use of EvtGen softens 
jet spectrum somewhat, but does not explain full difference, mostly negligible 
difference with tighter selection, no impact on mass peak 16



Backup
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Pythia8
Settings Table
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Subset of Pythia 8 (version 8.230) 
settings used by ATLAS and CMS.

 The ATLAS settings use the A14 
tune and use the NNPDF 2.3 LO 
pdf set. CMS settings
are of the CP5 tune and use the 
NNPDF3.1 NNLO pdf set. 

By default ATLAS also uses EvtGen 
for the decay of heavy flavoured 
hadrons, whereas in the CMS 
simulation all decays are 
performed by Pythia. 

NA stands for "Not Applied" and 
reflects the case where default
Pythia 8 value is being used.


